A Cloud Journey
for Banking

D IGI TA L T RA N SF O RMAT I O N
FOR BANKI N G
Market Trends
Consumers are driving Digital Transformation in the Banking Industry. They seek easy to use platforms that allow on demand, quick and easy
access to their accounts and services, while knowing that their interaction is secure. The emergence of FinTech oﬀers consumers a wide range of
transactions at lower costs for banking (online only), loans, mortgages, trading and insurance. These interactions do not require them to schedule
time to speak with a representative or visit a bricks & mortar branch - all are accessible via their mobile devices and/or laptops in a secure and safe
environment.
Over 50% of millennials are already using or considering banking applications like PayPal and Venmo (owned by PayPal). They look for options that
do not include going to a bank branch and waiting in line to be served. They also seek to avoid ever-increasing fees to access their own money. For
these reasons, traditional ﬁnancial institutions will need to innovate to ensure they do not lose share of wallet to FinTech. Cloud Computing oﬀers
banks options to begin their digital innovation journey.
The sharing economy will be embedded in every part of the ﬁnancial system. By 2020, consumers will still need banking services, but they may not
turn to a bank to get them. Or, at least, maybe not what we think of as a bank today. The so-called sharing economy may have started with cars,
taxis, and hotel rooms, but ﬁnancial services will follow soon enough. In this case, the sharing economy refers to decentralized asset ownership
and using information technology to ﬁnd eﬃcient matches between providers and users of capital, rather than automatically turning to a bank as
an intermediary.

Where to begin? Banking services contend with myriad Internal and External Factors,
which can feel like a hinderance to progress and innovation.

Internal Factors

External Factors

Regulatory compliance

Increased demand for personalization

Inoperability of standards

Younger segments expect online and
mobile platforms

Not able to match a uniform omni
channel experience
Struggling with core legacy systems that
are unable to facilitate the kind of
experience, service, and product
selection consumers expect.
Aging infrastructure, costs, software
updates and vulnerabilities

Increased competition from FinTech
startups
Global market competition
Coping with security issues in
online transactions
Blockchain and AI impacts

Ensuring data security of consumers transactions and other personal
information

Green IT

Improved speed to market and
increased IT eﬃciencies

Shareholder value

Sales, consumer retention & proﬁtability
Disaster Recovery, 3-2-1 Backup
Business continuity & resiliecy
Security

Social media disruption

90%

of global
enterprises
have reported using cloud
computing in some part of
their business(01). Gartner
estimates that the ‘cloud
shift’, which refers to the
transition from traditional
spending on IT oﬀering to
cloud services, will be worth
$111 billion in 2016 and grow
to $216 billion in 2020(02).
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HO W C LOU D CO MP U T I N G
C A N BENE FI T Y OU
Business
Continuity
The aim is to prevent major interruptions to mission-critical
services, then re-establish full function to the organization
smoothly and in a timely manner. Cloud Computing enables
a high level of redundancy and back-up at a lower cost than
traditional managed services.

Cost
Savings
The cloud model reduces CAPEX and OPEX costs, as the
need to buy more servers, software, equipment and
associated utilities are no longer required. Operations can
allocate resources as required based on the business needs
for increased speed to market.

Agility
& Focus
This provides shorter development cycles for
new products increasing your speed to market.
During the early phases of the journey, only
move non-critical workloads to the cloud.

Green
IT
Virtualized environments have beneﬁts; reducing
energy consumption and carbon footprint that is
associated with setting up a physical infrastructure.

THE DIGITAL

MIGRATION
The report on the ﬁnance cloud market by the
research ﬁrm, MarketsandMarketsTM, has
predicted that the ﬁnance cloud market will
grow at a Compound Annual Growth Rate of
24.4% to $29.47 billion by 2021. This growth
will be driven by green IT, specialized services
and the need for business agility and market
focus, apart from customer management.(3)
The cloud platform connects and
reconﬁgures virtualized resources to meet
business goals. It eliminates the constraints
surrounding physical IT and accelerates the
traditional pace of experimentation and
development, resulting in increased speed
to market at a lower cost.
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C HO O SI N G T H E R I GHT M O D E L
& C ONNECT I V I T Y SER V IC E S
Infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) - This cloud model
allows businesses to buy infrastructure resources and
relevant managed services to engage their employees
with high value activities to support business
outcomes, rather than purchase servers, software,
data centre space and/or network equipment.
Resources can be brought up for testing or
development and then taken down at a lower cost.

Iaas
Data Centre
Infrastructure

Equipment

Virtualization

Connectivity

Cloud Deployments
Digital transformation to the cloud presents many options and not all workloads need to move to the cloud at the same time. This allows for ample
planning within the organization. First an assessment is required to help determine which workloads should be moved to the cloud and which type
of cloud deployment best suits your business needs.

Private
Cloud
Most secure of all clouds, the
infrastructure is owned by the
organization that sells cloud
services, however it is operated
solely for a speciﬁc company.

Public
Cloud

Hybrid
Cloud

Infrastructure is made available to
the public or large industry groups
and is owned by the organization
that sells cloud services.

Connectivity
Equally as important is understanding the connectivity requirements
to support the cloud transformation. Wireless services build a high
availability connection into oﬃces. With more applications and
services being deployed into the cloud, reliable connectivity has
become critical to business operations. By combining business
grade wireless with ﬁbre or broadband connectivity, businesses can
deploy cost eﬀective, high availability connections into their oﬃces.

Private Cloud Beneﬁts
1.

Performance
Private connectivity oﬀers better data throughput
and latency to cloud services than an internet
based connection company.

2.

Reliability & Control
Businesses can manage their own cloud service
connections, traﬃc shaping, prioritizing applications,
and users on their network. Redundant private
internet connections to cloud service providers can
increase uptime through failover and load sharing
conﬁgurations.

Wireless connectivity oﬀers true access diversity. Wireless
connections are serviced from the roof of buildings, meaning the
last mile access does not share a common access point or common
telco room with ﬁbre or broadband connectivity.
Private connections to cloud service providers improve performance
and security. Typically, businesses start out connecting to cloud
service providers through the Internet. Businesses with large or
critical cloud service deployments may signiﬁcantly beneﬁt from
private connections to cloud service providers.

Infrastructure includes Private
and Public Clouds and remain
separate entities but are
linked to provide services.

3.

Security
Private connectivity reduces exposure to public
networks and allows businesses to implement and
manage their own network security policies.
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TE RAGO
ME T HODO L O G Y
Today, the cloud is no longer about just simplifying
infrastructure but about providing faster applications,
better IT performance, faster development &
deployment of new applications, services & features,
as well as accelerating ‘go to market’ strategies.
Internal capabilities to support a successful cloud
deployment are a typical gap within organizations.
Professional and managed services are required to
create and drive digital transformation.

Stages
TeraGo’s focus is on ensuring
synergy between technology
and business outcomes.

1

A scope dependent consultative engagement spanning a few hours to a few days,
which aims to understand business and technical objectives across all areas
through discussions on the art of the possible. The expected output is either a
business case and/or organizational roadmap to business transformation.

ASSESS

The outcome of the assessment guides the
design framework of a sound technical solution
that supports the business vision and meets
industry standards and compliance.

2

DESIGN

DEPLOY

3

Upon customer agreement the solution is
transferred to an experienced Project
Management team for delivery.

5
Upon deployment, TeraGo’s Managed Services and
Operations team will ensure optimal performance and
SLA adherence of the solution. TeraGo follows ITIL v3.

4

OPERATE

OPTIMIZE
Over the duration of the customer
lifecycle, TeraGo recommends solutions
and supports our customers throughout
their growing business needs.
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C O NCLU SI O N
Digital transformation provides an organization with the ﬂexibility and agility to meet the growing customer demands
and bridge the competition that exists within the emerging FinTech applications. Beneﬁts include reduced IaaS
CAPEX, increased speed to market, and improvement of the overall customer experience which drives revenue and
increases shareholder value. More speciﬁcally:

Area

Beneﬁt

Analytics

Integrating consumer data across ﬁnancial and banking platforms to enable
real-time insights

Services

Extending the banking ecosystem to support consumers’ everyday buying
and paying needs

Collaboration

Enabling employees across organizations, nationally and globally to systems
through secure cloud infrastructure

Desktops & Devices

Deploying a Private Cloud to centralize management of desktops allows for
greater remote ﬂexibility without sacriﬁcing control, while enabling banking
employees to access the applications and data they need

Development & Testing

Enabling a bank’s development team to quickly and easily create virtual
environments thus increasing the agility of development and testing

Industry Applications

Enabling payment providers to standardize and modernize transaction processing

Infrastructure Compute

Allowing capacity to be allocated, expanded, and reallocated eﬃciently gives banks
ﬂexibility and agility while resolving the issues of complexity and cost increases
related to scaling up traditional network models to accommodate future growth

Managed Backup

Backing up a bank’s critical business data to ensure that in the event of a disaster
a bank can bounce back rapidly and easily

Security

Enforcing active security and endpoint management to ensure corporate governance
and banking IT policies are maintained

Banks can choose from Private, Public and/or a combination Hybrid IT Solution. Not all workloads need to be moved
to the Cloud at one time. A Cloud Assessment done upfront is key to driving your digital transformation journey and
ensures alignment with your organizational strategy.
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A BOU T TERA G O
At a Glance

3000

20+

CUS TO MERS

YEARS IN
B U S I N E SS

5

DA T A
CEN T RES

5G

CANADA’S LARGEST
HOLDER OF MILLIMETRE
WAVE SPECTRUM

NATIONAL
WI R EL ES S A N D F I B R E N ET WOR K

TeraGo owns a national spectrum portfolio of exclusive 24GHz and 38GHz wide-area spectrum licenses. The
company serves customers in major markets across Canada including Toronto, Montreal, Calgary, Edmonton,
Ottawa, Vancouver and Winnipeg. TeraGo Networks is a Competitive Local Exchange Carrier (CLEC) and was
recognized by IDC as a major player in MarketScape Cloud Vendor Assessment.

Industry Speciﬁc
Compliance Standards
Our facilities are audited annually on the Controls at a Service Organization
Relevant to Security & Availability (AICPA) and Security & Availability principles (TSP
100). TeraGo has AT 101 SOC 2 Type 2 reports available. Existing clients and
qualiﬁed opportunities can be provided these reports upon request. Internally we
are PIPEDA compliant. We provide our customers the ability to be compliant with
many certiﬁcation standards and PIPEDA, PHIPA and GDPR are among those
certiﬁcations. There is still a responsibility of the client to ensure that components
under their control also meet or exceed the compliance standards in order for
compliance to be maintained. Please note, data centres themselves are generally
not PCI / HIPAA / PIPA / FIPPA complaint. The onus is typically on the customer to
ensure application compliance to these standards. TeraGo welcomes the
opportunity to work with our clients to assist in this area. This generally will
consist of creating a shared responsibility document that outlines responsibility
for each of the controls of a speciﬁc certiﬁcation.

TeraGo Compliance and Industry Standards
SOC 2 compliance: TeraGo Cloud Data Centres have AT 101 SOC
2 Type 2 reports available in continuity since 2013

Disclaimer
This document is intended for general informational purposes only and does not
take into account the reader’s speciﬁc circumstances, and may not reﬂect the most
current developments. Content should not be re-purposed by third parties without
the expressed written consent of TeraGo.
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